Technical Specification

Eco Green Coirs & Exports

Description of Oval Coconut Shells:
Oval Coconut shells are processed in a way which is suitable for food packaging.
Once the Coconut is cut, it is emptied of its pulp, the outside and the inside of the shells
are well polished, washed and treated, so that the smell is neutralized. The shells are dual
washed in fresh water and dipped in 4% Chlorine solution, then the shells are dried and
they are packed in carton box enclosed with polyethylene sheet. Once processing is over
the Coconut shell is extremely clean and hygienic. The shell is free of any pulp or dust or
smell.

Colour of the Coconut Shell:
The shell retains its original colour – Brown, after the processing is completed.

Specifications:
Coconut Shell – Oval Size:
We do coconut shells from size 120ml to 250ml which depends on the customer
requirement.
Coconut shells being a natural product may have some variations in the length, height or
diameter, but we assure you that the volume or the holding capacity of the shells will
be maintained as per the customer requirement.
Our Coconut shell will be free from any contaminants, pesticides or
plant pathogens, as we are very strict about our quality.

Storage:
Once processed, our shells are stored in a clean, dry and well ventilated
room, protected from the sun.

Packing:
The Coconut shells are packed in carton boxes lined with food grade blue
polyethylene bags.

Shelf Life:
2 years from date of packing, stored at ideal, clean and dry conditions.
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Container Loading:
Loading Details for 20 FCL
Non- Palletized:
No of Coconut shells per box – Depends on volume of the shells
No of boxes in a container - 550 boxes +/-30 boxes

Loading Details for 40 HCL
Non- Palletized:
No of Coconut shells per box – Depends on volume of the shells
No of boxes in a container - 1300 boxes +/-30 boxes

Pictures:

Process Flow
Process-1
Cutting of Coconuts and pulp removal

Process-2
Segregation-Selection of shells
according to size, shape, specification
and removal of broken shells

Process-3
Cleaning- External Fibre removal, Inner
layer removal and Levelling

Process-4
Washing- Each shell is washed in a
pressurized water system to remove
dust
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Process-5
Sterilizing- Disinfection in chlorine
solution at 4% during 8-10 mins

Removal of
Broken shells

Process-6
Drying- Shells are dried at high
temperature

Rework

Process-7
QC Inspection

Process-8
Metal Detector- Shells are scanned in
a scanner to detect any metal particles

Process-9
Packing- Shells are packed in carton
box lined with food grade
polyethylene bag
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